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TaER-DDfSIOKAL SUPJSONIC VISCOUS FLOW OVIR A CO1N AT INCIDCE

A. LinC and S.G. Iubin"

University of Cincinnati
Clcinmati, Ohio 45221

Abstract and vortex formation is non-trivial and therefore
a coupled strongly Implicit (CSIP) algorithm,

The viscous supersonic flow over & sharp cons developed provioasly for the Incompressible Navier-
at incidence is examined numerically with a coupled Stokes equations,5 is applied here in orderto

strongly Implicit algorith for the properties in provide a "two-dmmnsional" coupling for the three
the plew normal to the cone axis. The Navisr- velocity componeants. The secondary flow pressure
Stokes equations are considered In a boundary and temperature gradients remain uncoupled in order
layer-like or paraboli4ed manner and global to liit computer storage requirents; however,
relaxation is considered for the pressure inter- the latter is evaluated with the strongly Implicit
action. It is shown that departure effects can be (SI?) algorithm. The outer shock boundary condi-
effectively eliminated by forward differencing for tions are completely coupled into the CSI?
the axial pressure gradient. Moreover, this algorithm.
approximation retains the implicit free pressure
interaction required for geometries where axial The continuity and normal momentum equations
flow separation Is possible. are related to the evaluation of the normal velo-

city and pressure, respectively. This Is contrary
to mst conventional Wavier-Stokes and PNS proce-

1. Int tion dures. However, It Is consistent with the boundary
layer and thin shock layer techniques that have

For a significant class of geometric configu- been applied In non-interactive analyses. A
rations and flow conditions solutions of the full deferred-corrector is applied to the upwind or
Wavier-Stokes equations can be approximated quite boundary layer approximation used in the Initial
accurately with boundary layer like marching marching swep for the axial (C) convection terms.
techniques in thin viscous layers, coupled with This K-I' corrector provides a stable second-order
relaxation or marching procedures for inviscid accurate approximation for the global marching
sub- and supersonic regions, respectively. For procedure.
large Reynolds nmber flows this approach has been
developed in several Ipys, e.g., Interacting As a peripheral aspect of the present study
boundary layer theory,1 parabolized Wvier-Stokes asveral difference approximations for the axial
(PUS) theory, 2 viscous or single layer theory3 and pressure gradient term PC appearing in the
two-layer Interactive theory.* Single swep C-montun equation are considered. This tern
marching for supersonic outer flow with little controls the "elliptic" pressure interaction2 and
or no upstream interaction, and global or multiple can produce the so-called departure instability
pass methods when upstream Influence, Including indicative of the upstream pressure effect. It Is
possible separation, Is an Important feature of seen that with an appropriate forward difference
the flow have been discussed for a variety of approximation to pC, the departure effect Is
problams. Referances 2 and 3 review much of the suppressed and a consistent, stable, pressure
earlier work on this subject. interactive procedure, tested previously for incom-

pressible flows, is also applicable for the cons
The present study is concerned with the analy- calculations. Since there t not strong upstream

sis of a global approach to the Wavier-Stokes Interaction for the sharp cone geometry this has
equations and a single sweep PUS application for little effect on the solutions; however, it does
the supersonic lamIner flow over a sharp cone provide a basis for further consideration with
geometry. This geometry has been examlned exten- other configurations.
sively during the past decade and in view of the
variety of complex flow phenomsea associated with Solutions are presented for several cases;
the cone at Incidence, It has served as a prototype however, the major emphass here is on the
for analysis of new computational methods. Of Tracy 100 half-angle cone' and the arcillatt

particular Interest here are procedures that 90 half-angle cone. Incidence angles of from
allow for the evaluation of such a configuration sero to 450 are considered.
at relatively large angles of Incidence. In
particular, we are concerned with the accurate
prediction of the secondary flow vortex pattorns,
imbedded shock fomation, axial end secondary flow
pressure Interaction, and finally the surface
pressure and beat transfer.

The secondary flow Interaction with shocks

* Research Assistant Professor, Departsmnt of Aerospace Rgineerlng and Applied Mechanics. Mber AIM.

SProfessor, Department of Aerospace Bagineering ad Applied Mechanics. Associate Fellow AXMA.
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The full steady Navier-Stokes equations are
considered for the global relaxation procedure.
However, for the Infinite cows geoetry considered #-Eomtm:
here only a aso&gl marching swoop Is required as
upstream Interaction Is negligible. Therefore, a K A + K!+ o

.4 the azia diffusion term and K-I second-order t on S~3 y r 3# rCusn
corrector hae not been Introduced In the Initial
step. Tor other configurations, where mltiple L M. I + 1 (jL (v 4) +-L A 3
relaxation sweeps are required, these term would ;r 3# P SK 33t 3y 3Y
be Introduced; although, eve then their Importance
my be questionable. +eidic,,A,) .1 kkJ-l+kD'?

344a, r z8 ay:3 :3#
A surface oriented coordinate system n s a 3r 2 32

sidezed (7ig. 1); z Is measured along the cone 2 .j (41 +.4) + IL -L+,
generators; y to normal to the surface, and 4 In 3r 3# ax 37 3v 3:14
the circumferential or axirathel angle; # - 0,w
at the wind- and Lea planes, respectively. +im -I Nin + P coo)

In this coordinate f rae the governing conser- 3r 34

vatio. equations are as follow: + i.4 (au sin* + vcone) +
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a in a+ . Cosa negligible In the boundary layer and possibly in
r 3xa sine + -os r r 3ly the outer layer for larger Incidence agles.

+ afo )1 1) 1d)The final system of equations is quite
r I a A)w)(d formidable and will be given in a separate report.

In order to allow for subsequent code debugging.

fnergy-equation: ero correction or future modifications Sn the
dffrm*equations or relaxation procedure, eachft(C 9  )4 u ( )4 r term Sn each equation in Introduced Sate the

T) + u ( )+O C T)coefficients of the differenced and quasillsearized
at 1' pY p form Independently. Therefore each contribution

a! Is Identifiable and easily located.

ap + u HP+Mi + * 3. 'Difference Equations
t U y r T* The final transformed equations are differ-

a 3T 3 8 1 3 k BT enced as follows: conventional central differ-
* r (k t) + j- (k +1 -. - s .eeing for the n and.* derivatives Sn the axial(C

ay r 14 y and azimuthal Wg immntum and energy equations, see
2 figure 2 for a description of the difference grid.k ST au) (..h 3lfu, 3vy+ -(- sia64.-coo) Am,((-).---r 3S 7 3x3Sh y ax y

+ 74 U Sa os+3 h
2

3r __

+ ~ ~ 5 he $V s coe

Cu it m (U a, + O f os+1)lu +f (14 Fig. 2. Dif ference Grid Sn the Cre Pia.
3z(la)

lbs axial convective derivatives S/SC ame Upwind
whereS ist the half-cone angle and r a z sin9 + differenoed, with a K-R corrector Inserted for
y coo S. In addition, the state equation an mALtiplo swee applications; I.e..

jviscosity-tmperature and thermal conductivity- u- -
temperature relations ClOse the system. The ,i~1_ n~ + IIU1(-
Sutherland law is used for U - M(T) and the U A
Pradtl nvaer Pr. , p C/K Is Constant. 2u~

The System (1) In non-dismmsioealiaed with + ,l-I.+UL: (2PL-l)
the shock layer thickness SOz,* so that ZAC
n yI7I; C - z and 0 - $. The velocities are

normalised with the free strem %*, 0 with 0", where nL I for u, 2. 0. n - 0 for ui 0 . The
~ it .U. wt UI~* h ~nPoo5mod superscript MC denotes solutions from the previous

member ;: :U a.Th system (1) Is then global iteration. The"e are "owed to he seo

transformed from (Con.0* to (z,y,O) coordinates. Sn the Initial marching sweep.
The respective velocities are (u'v'w). It is
sigificant that Sn the Course of this transfer- The continuity and normal momntum equations,

as noted previously, are considered Sn the boundary
mation layer or thin shock layer mner as first-order

equations for v and p, respectively and are
fi S ~ L.differenoed at the half-pint V1 +(Awl/2)~ With
31 C Cwithe trapezoidal rule. VhathepN torsfrom the

-n it momentum equation is used Sn (2a) and (2b).
-~ - .3 -Conventional central differences are applied for

a.~2b do* h coupled velocity derivatives that are Sntre-

Althuab he ressre wll e unoupld fom Then final System of difference equations are
hlugbw SP lta the prssrwl be d p$cou erm do- quasi-lIfearised to provide the familiar second-

(u~vw) IP lgoith, te p an pter de order approximtion
couple partially through the p"1 contributions in * *
(2). ibis tormambe eliminated, with the normal fga -fg .+gSf - f
smmneum equation (U), In team of Cu,v,w). in

fast, for Inviacid oasnial flow V/IC 2 0 and where the superscript (*) here denotes the previes
therefore we would seet the role of p to he Iteration at the axial C1 location. Strictly
relatively miner. the other 4-frivatiles are not speaking if C,_,l value are used thisa pproxmantion
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remiss secnd-order ad isathesnon-itrative, algorithm is structured to evaluate all k values
before proceeding from j to J+1.

4. Numerical Algorithm and Solution Procedure This Is a (2x2)+l matrix system and not a
such larger (343) system The algorithm (4a) and

After~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~b dafrnig usiuino , nd (4b) are used In (3a,b) to eliminate U~k
quasi-linearization, the final system to be J+.k

evaluated In of the following form for (u~v~v) 'Wj~l,ks U ,k-l' Wj,k-l h comner points jt±, ktl
at C are treated explicitly in obtaining the recursion

relationshipe for the coefficients in (4a), (4b).
C.4 amenumsSee reference 5 for a watrix description of the
c.* moentum:CSIP algorithm. The". are obtained by directly

Lu ~j..l + t u UJ.k ' uk ~ relating (3a,b) to (4a~b). The final recursion
3u~,"+. + 4'tj~ J-, Ui relationships are given In Appendix A. The

j~k. j~kboundary conditions for u, v, w, to be discuseed

+ St V + P U + z Win the following section, are coupled Implicitly
lj~ '-l likil ik j4.l,k Into the CSIP algorithm.

+ N' k+V The energy equation which is of the form (3a)

XJ WJ-l'k A k iwik VJlk-l Is solved independently with the Sip algorithm (4a).
This is obtained by replacing u with T and setting

+ P 1 r + P V Ymw- 0 In (3a) and (4a) and Inserting the
Lw -k zr,k "J-l vj,k i l k appropriate coefficients from the transformed (U*).

j ,kj ,kj ,kThe pressure Is obtained from the transformed
+ 9 Lvj '1.l~k + ".j1 0 (3s) normal smmetus equation (lc) by Integrating from

J~k t j~kthe shock to the surface with the trapezoidal rule.

where I - 2, 3 for C.# equations respectively. The procedure can be summrized as follows:
(1) (u,v~v) are solved with the CS!? algorithm

continuity: and coupled boundary conditions with p. T, p
prescribed (p, has been substituted from somentus

V W1  V + Pl into the C,# mosentum equations med is thereby
il ik J-l-k uk ujik Implicit); (2) With the new shock values for p

uJ~kand T, T is updated with the SIP algorithm and

*V U +1 p p from the sorsal. smentum equation. The viscosity
lu ik J-l,k lvw~k Jlk end thermal conductivity coefficients med p are

also updated; (3) With the am p, p, T, m. k

+1 V *. + values, return to step (1) and continue until a
2 lk J-lJ lvik J-h4. convergence criterion Is satisfied. A flow chart

1 ~ ' for the ntire procedure is given In Appendix I.

*l w W +W ik V lwi~k l This describes completely the evaluation at
ilk lJ-leach location C a C, for a single swaep merching

* VS V Jlk +1F procedure. If additional -so are necessary,
lwj ,k ilk I.e., when pressure Interaction med upstream

influence are important, the process is repeated
.0 (3b) from the Initial C - to~ location and the R

correctoras axial diffusion, forward p difference
The couplg strongly Implicit (CS!?) algorithm term dependent on the previous pass aL updated.

:is of the fory Iltiplo pas calculations have only been consi-
dered to a limited extent end thee. will not be

UJ~h~ilu,..~k*~ajk~jkI~ldiscussed further hene.

+~~~~5 Boj~ ~j *~ uaftl end Initial Coditions"
Uj'kJ-]~k 2 il J~+:LInitial, conditions are obtained directly from

+' 'i Y1 4' +0(a the governin difference equations by applying
J-]l,k I the miasrical algorithm with S/34 a 0; I.e.,

ilk a conical flow approximation. Inviscid or stop
profils with no-slip surface conditions are

-j~ A21 U A aemed to start this calculation. Ti rcdr
_1k 9l~ j-Lh + l4 A22 h4l - works well for Incidence angles up to 10". Tor

ilk~~ i a3 10'% the 10' results are used as Initial

+1 V + a V conditions med the exact a boundary conditions
2lj' 1-1 ,k 22j' J,h4.l are Imposed at the first marching step. The

effect of the initial conditios rapidly vVRishe
*Cj k T 3 as 4b the sbock layer is extremly smell ner the tip

SJ-]l,k 2h ikOf the cone. it should be noted that while the
V/ac - 0 solutions are reasonable approuimetiems

d te estieit eqatim (b) her th coner for the viscous cone flew, the exact so]lutions are
md dw ~ a cs o t eateon implcistly. coe noticeably different both In the viscous boundary

peouts V J-]1,k*Il aetetdII .a layer end is the outer verticl region mear the



lee plane. This Is so@t surprising as the viscous normal momtum and energy equations, this diver-
behavior does not scale conically. I.e.. as Iz). gace is suppmessed and the overall "ystem can-

verges; howver. the underrelaxation is very expes-
The boundaryr conditions at the surface qi - 0 slye computationally and It Is evident thatCare Q -v - V - 0 ad T -1,. At the o"ter shock coupling the pressure directly would be more

wvn-1,the akine-Uugoniot conditions desirable.
apply:

Thesouinfoa3,3"dpcfarysrg
aconservation: Imbedded shock waves mad significant vortex lift-

1 off; therefore, the secondary flow pressure Inter-
(ul -Pu) 6 .1 (wI1- Ow) 6 ( -(v1 v) 0 (Sa) action will be quite strong and an Implicit treat-

r mewet ofthis effect my be required. Vs recall
that the p,, contributio, In (2b) is already intro-

tangntial sommain duced Implicitly; however, the V# and 6# effects
are considered Iteratively.

(w1 w + 6, ( 1 Y - Sb I~ - * -0 (-b

(ui- ) + 6(VI- ) - 0(5c) p 0Oandw -o# axe Imposed at the I" and
(u1-win plns The"-V - (c conditions are coupled implicit-

ly Into the CSIP and SIP algorithm by appropriately
norml mometum: modifying the coefficients of the difference

equations at these locations; e.g., "k+l - uk-i

P V~~l 2 (d) at k - 1, therefore S *~ 0 In (3a~b) and Nu~
+ 4. i modified to include the Uk+41 coefficient so

Tthat Vi1  N 31Uj + S&Ujl' Oe.

where subscript (1) denotes free strean components 6G. Pressure Interaction and Devarture
at the shock wave and Mal is the free stream normal
Ifoc number which is a function of Y~ a* For any sweep of a one-step or global relaxa-

Thefou euatons(5-d)cople wih ae on tion procedure the appropriate treatment of the
tinuity equation (la) evaluated at the half-point pressure Interaction term p3 In the axial momnton

An fiv equations (1b) is essential. Iven for supersonic
ni - 1 - gSv ive equations for the five free streams an "elliptic" preure Interaction
unknowns, u, v, w, go 6C. The direction cosine is transmitted upeseam through the p, term when
#, Is not coupled but is treated Iteratively with regions of subsonic flow, as in the wall boundary
pand T which are only functions of N, from th layer, are preset. If pa Is prescribed the equa-

2mkls5 lugomiot coditions. So. oouiled , V, w tim are tru3ly parabolic end the upstream effect
boa~atY ondtion areincrportedIs lost. However, for flows where upstream

Into the CUE? algorithm. Te system (In qlicit effects are significant,* if the p3 term Is backward
linearized ~ ~ ~ (5 is quamasi-erntatfr h differenced Inyfor the Interaction is Included

Interioreuins e oembinat ofo the
intrio eqatins.Thecominaionof heIn the system. I This is mifested In the

akine-Rugoniot conditions and the coupled con- appearance of departure curves or Instabilities
tinuity equation ensure that global mass conser- whenever As > (Ax)mimp which is of the order of
vation is mintained. The final form of the th thcns of th emeo~ layer or (e-/
outer boundary conditions Includes (5b).* whioh Is fothvioucnelw. Teroenth
linear since 6# Is treated explicitly, endfothvicucmefo. broeIte
(Sa,c,d) are combined. to give presnt application, with Do 3- 1. reasonably

accurate solutions are possible even for An 0 (Az) 1110
11M2[- Thuvv~,)E~-)Iis procedure Is however Inconsistent and
2* ( 1 u v1v+w for flows with significent pressure Interaction

2 2 my be Inadequate. A global relaxation procedure
*(2- ) (u Iu+v IV+'j!) + (u +*v + J VIs required if the Inconsistency Is to be alizi-

nated, Npraver, In the global procedure It is
2 2 *w2 necessary that each marching sweep be departure

*(-2(ueu~v v+I!) + (j +v 2+2, (0 free end yet allow for as "implit pressure inter-
action In order to ircinvet the separation
point singularity that arises with an explicit

This equation Is also quasi-linesrised. In this pressure representation. To toearlier Incempree.
form the stressm function solutions appearing in sible MU thin layer study.'.5 It was shown that
the original system, has been elizinated. forward p, dffenneg Is departure free and

stable glimll. Cetral p Is unstable globally
This CSI? and $I? procedures are convergent end backward p is net depa3t-, fuse. It was

to 10 10 for all Incidence angles. The pressure show in refeercs 2 ad6ta ihfradP
equation Is converged to 1047 for a -c 320. For differeseing, It was posil to with forad
a , 320 the pressure solution exhibits a slow separation regions departure free In semb 93ebal
divergence that is appaently associated with the relaxation weep. This procedure me &Ie" tested
explicit or uscoupled character of the normal for the eons calculationsaend the earlier eonele-
anommtum equation. If the pressure field is aioms obtained both analytically and UUMICAlly

edrrelamed by Including a time-like term in the ware verified. Although this effect is relatively

S



unimportant for com* flow. where solutions with function of a to reach the son. C location (a 2 ft)
Ax 3.(AX)~ are acceptable except very closs for Tracy conditions. from the figue it is ms

ads that runking time Increases with a and due to
to the tip, foe Mre complex comfigurations this udrelaaion required for a ,32%, the time.procedure Is coneideed important. Increase measurably. Double precision requires

For he amecalulaions deaild tstsfor approximately four time, that of single precision
o the oeal culf() aafntions, f de Aile tavte fr whicha sum about four tim.e slwr than a CDC 7600.

them veleref m) resaufltig ofbiit curv l Terefore we estimate conservatively that the
beraen 28 Imsid hamdIn e remutin . 7btah curly maximum CPU requiremnt an a 7600 would be less

forin2'iahonifigre. Tielealy than 252of thatof theNDAM computerIf similar
confirm the earlier analysis and demmnstrates that prgamntehiuswmued o-lfm

(AX)'Isywideceass a As ncrase. 7e eact grids, In particular for the surface normal Wii
dependence Is not proportional to Is-l/2 as In the direction, might reduce the overall computer ties;
Incompressible case. The us of a K-R second-order however, for large incidence with imbedded shocks
pressure correction foe a forward-differenced p. ad lifting vortex motiom the optimal, grid
has not been addressed. Finally, we recall that distribution Is not obvious.
the N~ conteibutiom to p Is treated Implicitly and
with a backward or mrching mode for v - therefore, mom
the entire global Interaction io containd in pg. ------- -

NO 6 a a al a Am 40 . soa

GIN Fla. 4. CPU Tim for initial -4 0) and Ylarching
Solution.

owmemmmm am ammmmm eemSolutions have ham obtained for Incidence
a'~~ a' a ' agles (a) up to 45o on*a 100 half-angle (6) come,

Ir GO G OF to or a :4.5 0. Ike interior shocks are captured,
secondary flow separation regions are determined

Fig. 3. Departure Condition withP Backward and vortex patterns are seen to lift far off the
Dif foreamina. surface for large a.

Selected results are presented here primarily
7. Pbsults foe the experimntal, conditions of Tracy7 and

Narcillat. Sam of the solutions are for very
Solutions have bean obtained for twon flow large Incidence angles, where experimental data

c-md~aioms for which experimtal data Is avail- are unavailable. A 51 x 55 uniform grid Is the
mble'.,' ad for wmich numrical r lto have been finest mash considered to date and therefore, we

obtanedby ggll ~rgd lyer an boundary Inject a note of caution for a ),32. In additiom,
regimnl 3 approximations. All the cecltosas discussed previously, taderrelaxation Is

wer md. it th ~Ialgorithm for (uvwthe required for these cases and fuether study of
SIP algorithm for T and the trapezoidal rPA for p. accuracy and convergence properties Is required.
Converged solutions to a tolerance of W0L1 for
successeie Iterations using double precision ou- The heat transfer at the wind and bee plan".
pilation on an AMDAHL 370-computer were obtained. for moderate to large angles of Incidence is
Uniform grid. weoe specified In 11 and 4. Calcu- depicted In figures 5a~b. The agreemt with the
lotions were rum with beth relatively coarse grids, data to quite good as It Is for the surface pres-
e.g., 10 x 21, 19 x 31land a finer 51 z 55 grid, sure distributions which are given In figures
Far the finest grid calculation time were Ga~b,c. The effect of the imbedded secondary flow

0.0006 sec/CSt? Iteration/grid point. 7-15 CS!? shock wave Is apparent only for the largest Isci-
iteations are required to converge the (u.V'w,6 1 ) dence angles.
system. The CS!? procedure Is called sbout
30-60 times, to converge the pressure field. fee Thes effets can be emon somwhatmr
£ 32* It takes about 30 minutes for the (1/11-0) clearly in the an 240 pitot pressure profiles
equations to converge and another I afnute for and distributions of figures 7a,b,c. The sipi-
any additional mesh"i step. ficont change In p0 across the shock layer Is

apparent. The stagnation pressure Is affected by
Figne 4 @home the CPU tim. Consumtion as 6the Inclination of the outer shock, the growth of
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Fig. 5b. Symmetry Plaea Neat Transfer -
Ladre Incidence. Fig. 6b. Surface Pressure at Ladre Incidence.
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faheh wod laere endary lompe seaaind and
thue apearance ofiseddmed alocl wes. opearusy theTCOT
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fret wnideplnce arges oueal copleationdn
elue all ofedted. phenomaluea tos pr eu. eem,@1
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for laminar flow, but has not been reported In 3
earlier nuerical studies. In view of the roe-
tively coarse 51 a 55 waif om grid we reserve

oemt en the accuracy of the present results;
however, the very existence of the converged double
sparation solutions obtained here Is Interesting.

The primary separation paint is relatively
Insensitive to Incidence for larg a end Is shown
in figure 10. As In all earlier calcualations,
for the present analysis separation first occurs
for a -70 - 80 end the separated regions found
by Nrcillat9 for a g 40 are not recovered here.
The location of the priary vertex center Is
depicted in figure U1. The vertex moves away from
the surface for Increasing a, but appears to 7ig. Gc. Surf ace Pressure at Very Larc" Incidence.
asymptote to a fied location at a given value of
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Fia. 12b. Shock Patterns -a -24'. In sumry. the CSIP procedure described
here captures shocks, predicts vortex lift-off,
multiple separation regions and complex shock
patterns. The possible suppression of departure
effects with global Iteration and forward pC
differencing and the adequacy of singleswe
backward differencing and the adequacy of single
sweep backward differencing for conical flows
with small subsonic viscous layers has been
desinnstrated. The accuracy of the present solu-
tions for very large incidece remins a question
for further study.
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